Meet the senior talent that will help you

Accelerate
Explore
Transform
Innovate
Collaborate
Futureproof
Compete
Strategize
Unite
Achieve.

The executive search solution from Onezeero

We deliver results by following our golden rules:

Onezeero Search:
Driving Vision from
the Top
Our candidates are your future visionaries. Your pioneers. Your strategists.
Powered by the deep tech expertise of Onezeero, Onezeero Search
pairs tech businesses with the exceptional senior talent of today and the
natural leaders of tomorrow.
Harnessing four decades of experience in the tech industry, we place
world-class executive talent into high-growth, ambitious and evolving
organisations.
Agile to market shifts, attuned to customer need and entrenched in elite
tech circles, Onezeero Search is a dynamic approach to acquiring vital
skills at the highest level.

www.onezeero.com

Stay
aligned
As the trusted recruitment partner for some of the world’s
largest tech organisations, as well as countless SMEs,
start-ups and business disrupters, we understand that
no two companies are the same. We go beyond basic
qualification calls to get under the skin of your organisation
– its culture, objectives and structure. We then translate
this into a tailored recruitment process, focused on
characteristics that matter to you. We’ll gauge cultural
alignment and ensure that candidates understand you
and your values. This means that each candidate we
recommend is certified as a true match to your business.

Combine expertise
with innovation
Onezeero Search delivery is led by senior directors with
the knowledge, credibility and attitude to engage with
executive candidates at their own level. Our tech vertical
knowledge translates to trusted relationships, resulting in
first access to talent on the move. We match this with the
latest innovations in recruitment, including AI and machine
learning, to help us reach talent that others can’t.

Deliver client
experience
With experience across all industries, business functions
and disciplines, we offer authentic market expertise and
flexibility when it comes to supporting clients build their
optimal leadership team. Our experience has taught us
the characteristics and skills that it takes to drive success
at a senior level for businesses of all shapes and sizes.
We’ll advise, recommend and inform, while keeping you
updated every step of the way.

Regenerate
talent
We are constantly refreshing our connections to bring
our clients the latest developments and track talent as
it matures. Supported by the Onezeero recruitment
team, we tap into talent at an early stage, building our
relationships from grassroots all the way up to Founders,
CxO and executive board level. Along the way, we pick
up referrals, mix with alumni groups and develop new
networks in diverse communities. We are more than a
faded little black book of contacts.

Ready to
hire your
future leaders?
Then choose Onezeero Search for your next executive requirement.
Please get in touch with us on

www.onezeero.com

